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Barack Obama: ( 01:22 ) Starting from Day One, NFSMW was the only game that i played and immediately started saving money to invest. I enjoyed it a lot and soon started looking forward to the day it released. The concept was ingenious, the car physics, the
environment are very beautiful and reminiscent of the great era in most populated city, a serious city for sure, but as an american resident, I felt it needed to be modern and the game did not disappoint. The catch was this, the original creators of the game, Black box
decided to give a city that looked ready for all the sea of abuses that came with. So the police drives the same cars as the player and the cops have the same attitude and behave and theres no reason you would want to rob a cop for being a cop ( unless of course it
is your first few hours ) or kill a cop unless it is a cop impersonating a police officer who will try to kill you to protect his love life. so much for authentic sim you have to pretend to be one of them. Now, the objective is not to construct an international system, but to
provide assistance to those countries that need it most. The objective is not to sacrifice our economy to secure a legacy, but to build for the future, while protecting our natural resources for our children. The objective is not to burden our people with a new set of

regulations, but to set clear, fair, and forward-looking targets for the industrialized world, while boosting the international effort to meet the remaining challenge. (Applause) The objective is to leverage the best ideas and good faith of every one of us here today. All of
us are not just stakeholders; we are partners.
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